NMR structures reveal how oxidation inactivates thrombomodulin.
Oxidation of Met 388, one of the three linker residues connecting the fourth and fifth EGF-like domains of thrombomodulin (TM), is deleterious for TM activity. An NMR structure of the smallest active fragment of TM (TMEGF45) and a crystal structure of a larger fragment (TMEGF456) bound to thrombin both show that Met 388 is packed into the fifth domain. Using multidimensional NMR, we have solved the structure of TMEGF45 in which Met 388 is oxidized (TMEGF45ox) and the structure of TMEGF45 in which Met 388 is mutated to Leu (TMEGF45ML). Comparison of the structures shows that the fifth domain has a somewhat different structure depending on the residue at position 388, and several of the thrombin-binding residues are packed into the fifth domain in the oxidized protein while they are exposed and free to interact with thrombin in the native structure and the Met-Leu mutant. This observation is consistent with kinetic measurements showing that the K(m) for TMEGF45ox binding to thrombin is 3.3-fold higher than for the native protein. Most importantly, the connection between the two domains, as indicated by interdomain NOEs, appears to be essential for activity. In the TMEGF45ox structure which has a reduced k(cat) for protein C activation by the thrombin-TMEGF45ox complex, interaction between the two domains is lost. Conversely, a tighter connection is observed between the two domains in TMEGF45ML, which has a higher k(cat) for protein C activation by the thrombin-TMEGF45ML complex.